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practico alu plus

Comprehensive comfort:
The popular nursing care bed with many advantages

Holger (32), Cologne
“The

integrated,

tool-free bed and

side rail extension
is a striking fea-

ture - here, someone
really had some

great ideas. And our
End panel Typ 22

residents also love

‘their’practico alu
plus”!

The practico alu plus is a versatile low bed that you

Further clear advantages are the integrated, tool-

This does not only apply to caregivers who appreciate

which can easily be extended to 210 cm and

Details that make practico alu plus the first choice

This is further increased by the 860 mm long back

flexible, future-proof and high-quality equipment

section, as it enables a particularly ergonomic upper
body position as well as a reduction of pressure
peaks.

for many care professionals when it comes to
for rehabilitation or care facilities.

alu plus

design and the high lying comfort.

practico

fied residents who are highly content with the cosy

220 cm - in no time at all.

alu plus

its functionality and ergonomics, but also to satis-

free bed extension and the telescopic side rails,

practico

do not want to miss anymore after just a short time:
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practico

alu plus
The product advantages of practico alu plus:

Suitable for TEXIBLE Wisbi® Page 42

Height adjustability from
25 - 80 cm

Dimensions
Outer dimensions



Lying surface

	 90 x 200 cm

102 x 208.5 cm

Special widths



Integrated length
extension

to
or

Height adjustment

	

25 - 80 cm

Lifter clearance

	

15 cm

Ergonomic back rest for
support of a physiological
sitting position

100, 110 cm
210 cm
220 cm

Individual drives for a high
quality
Nurse control panel

Weights
Bed weight approx.



ca. 135 kg

Safe working load



220 kg

Max. person weight



185 kg

Central braking with directional
giving device
Integrated, tool-free bed and
side rail extension to 210 cm and
220 cm

Side rails
Material: Wood
Version

Height*:
– With wooden slats
– With ripolux® neo


continuous

long divided

short divided
head-section



Central braking with directional
giving device

Tool-free extendable
side rails

Integrated, tool-free bed and side
rail extension

Extension kit for lying surface

39.5 cm
35 cm

Various comfort lying-surfaces

Tool-free extendable,
continuous side rails

Aluminium lying surface
Further equipment features
End panel



20, 21, 22

Motors
Splash water protection accoding to IPX4 high-quality
spiral cable with strain relief and kink-protection, SMPS
plug transformer with extra-low saftey voltage offering
saftey from the socket.
Optional: CPR emergency lowering

More information:

Hand control and extra
hand control for lighting

End panel
Type 22

www.bock.net/x4x2-en

*Distance between upper edge of the lying surface and
upper edge of the raised side rail

Height adjustability
25 - 80 cm

Tool-free extendable long
divided side rails

4-section lying surface

Product specifications, end panels and
accessories can be found from page 56 onwards

Grab rail

Central braking with directional giving device

